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Abstrak
 

<i>On the past new era, we always see the action of, expansion the violence for take over the human right of

the society ( local community) to ward the plantation or horticultural and the natural resources which done

by the Government or private company. Even for the low level society, the action of losing, expansion and

violence are things which threaten their life. Even most of us call it as the era of Reformation, but the

society's fate has become a sacrifice of the action and it hasn't changed. All of these happened because the

society lived in a country with unjustice.

<br><br>

Based on the thought above, the researcher tried to learn the conflict about expansion and the violence for

take over the plantation which done by the company of oil palm, which titled : The Effort of Reconciliation

of Conflict Between Society of Mahato And PT. Torganda in North Tambusai Regent of Rokan Hulu Riau

Province.

<br><br>

The research found, the efforts which are taken to reconciliate the conflict was only the effort to make it

peace and compensation. It's often interpreted as the causes of conflict's appearing while the substance of the

conflict has been never touched.

<br><br>

Many cases and efforts of reconciliation which done need to learn more deeply. How ever the research tried

to open our mind to know a lot the cases deeply which caused why the conflict happened, so the effort of the

reconciliation which has been doing will effectively be applied.</i>
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